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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See Driving 
the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And we got the Europe bug, 
so went to Italy and France, sometimes on trips that were mainly 
Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand in 
notebooks. For our trip Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest Stones 
she bought a netbook computer and began to write her diaries with 
it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation
A Roman Holiday in the offing.

Day 1: Thursday, October 30, 2008—Departure

Day 2: Friday, October 31, 2008—Arrival
We plunge deep into international politics. And meet a baboon.

Day 3: Saturday, November 1, 2008—Neighborhood Walk
Old boats, cannon balls and dents, monsters, lions, oh my!

Day 4: Sunday, November 2, 2008—Sunday Lunch Cecelia Matelli, 
Caffarelli Park, Campidoglio, Piazza Spagna
A magnificent lunch with turtles, a miserable bus ride, a bit of 

gelato.

Day 5: Monday, September 3, 2008—Bocca della Verità, Trastevere 
Medieval Walk
Exploring old Rome.

Day 6: Tuesday, November 4, 2008—Testaccio
Didn’t work out the way we had hoped, but was a very interesting 

day.

Please see the Trip Diary Interlude V, “Home to Rome” (Days 7–12, 
Rome, with Mary and Ed) for the continuation of this trip!

Table of Contents
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Preparation

Preparation

When we got our DVD copy of the remastered Roman Holiday, I 
had a brain storm. Screen grabs of the movie could be made on 
the computer; I could build web pages with them, and have people 
help identify every single filming location shown in the movie! Of 
course many of the scenes took place near very famous monuments, 
but some of them are pretty obscure.

It was a silly and fun project, and Loie was very indulgent about 
the many late nights spent on it. In September of 2007, my web pages 
were up and running, and I contacted the Slow Travel community 
about the project. A few other friends got emails from me, and by 
the next summer, almost all locations were firmly confirmed.

I told Loie we needed a Roman holiday of our own, to see the 
sites. She agreed! Mary and Ed, bless their long suffering souls, were 
interested in Rome. So I started printing out some of the screen 
grabs, especially for the Wall of Wishes, that would be fun to see. I 
also did a lot of research on Things to Do in Rome; finding Walks 
to Take, adding to my booklets on fountains and oddball stuff.

We were going to be set!

http://lovebunnies.luckypro.biz/01_stuff/roman_holiday/rom_con-1.html
http://slowtalk.com/groupee/forums/a/tpc/f/862600685/m/8671062653
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Day 1: Thursday, October 30, 2008—Departure

Day 1: Thursday, October 30, 2008—Departure

The drive to HIA* was quick (1 hour 10 min.) & easy. Tiny 
airport, not at all busy. B offloaded luggage, I rented a cart 
for $2 & he parked the car in the economy lot. We left @ 
9:53 & arrived 11:10. Through security by 11:30 or so—no one 
@ the ticket counter & no line @ security. M & E arrived just 
after we did. Only had to show my passport @ the ticket 
counter & my ID at security. Very easy AND they let us bring 
our rental luggage cart all the way to the gate, A2 AND got a 
coupon for one day of free parking in the economy lot.**

Small prop to f ly us to EWR for 3–4 hr layover before 
international departure.

Oh yes, lunch at City Café—exactly the same salad I had in 
the Portland airport last Sunday!

* Harrisburg International Airport
** For such a small airport, the parking lot was a pretty good distance from the 
arrival doors. I drove to it and rode a bus back to the terminal. Mary noted: “The 
trip was the most pleasant one that we had in the years since 9/11/2001. Departing 
from a smaller airport like Harrisburg instead of BWI or Dulles let us move 
through security pleasantly, no lines, and friendly staff. Another surprise at 
that airport was the presence rocking chairs around the edges of the checkin 
area—never saw that in any other airport.”

Since then, we have seen rocking chairs, at least once in Providence. It got to be 
a thing for a while.



Courtesy of Ed
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Day 2: Friday, October 31, 2008—Arrival

Day 2: Friday, October 31, 2008—Arrival

6:05 a.m. Italian local time. Approaching Sardinia, descent 
15 mins, 40 mins to landing. Uneventful flight—with many 
empty seats, B moved elsewhere & I had both seats to sleep in. 
Mary sat up but listens to yoga music & slept for the 1st time. 
Provided our luggage arrives, between Harrisburg & this 
Continental flight, this flight gets an A plus. Even the seats 
are comfy with sufficient legroom. B & I have side-by-side 
seats row 32 on the right, very good.

6:35 p.m. For the most part we’ve kept pushing since we 
arrived & now we’re relaxing @ home.

We all slept on the f light—lots of empty seats, so Bucky 
moved to back leaving the 2 seats to me. As a result we all felt 
pretty relaxed. Our driver was a bit late arriving, but Antonio 
(Gino’s friend) arrived only a minute or 2 late. It took us 
about an hour to get to our street—can’t drive a car on it—but 
Antonio called Maurizio, who lives on the next street.

Milling about on the corner of via Babuino & via de Greci 
while Antonio & Maurizio chatted business, B said, “Look for 
the Babuino.” Mary said, “Turn around.” There he was, right 
behind us. He’s our landmark.

Maurizio’s 1st question to me as we walked along via 
de Greci, was, how did you vote? (Meaning that as we 
would not be home for election day, how could we cast our 
vote?) I assured him we had voted by absentee ballot. He 
said, & repeated later, that Obama must win, that a change 
must come, that too many people have died in too many wars.

Maurizio was asking when we would know the election 
results. We were saying the 5th. He said if Obama wins, 
he will come over and we will have a drink to celebrate. B 
said, if McCain wins come over and we’ll drink more to 

commiserate.* 
Our apartment is just as it was pictured. Mary & Ed have a 

bigger bedroom with plenty of light. Our living room opens 
on a courtyard & we are next to a music conservatory, so we 
are constantly serenaded by excellent students playing classi-
cal music and sometimes singing.

After unpacking we visited the supermarket on the next 
street, Vittoria, to stock up on a few supplies. We learned you 
were supposed to unload your own groceries at the checkout 
counter. Bought some wine, including a Sardinian Cannonau 
for €5. 

Identified a scene from Roman holiday.**
Back at the apartment again, E & M decided to rest for a lit-

tle while and B & I went out to scout the neighborhood & find 
Osteria Margutta. We found a new fountain!

* I don’t think he ever did come to celebrate.
** Lo and behold, my 1st, well, counting the Babuino, 2nd new site in Rome.

The supermarket was down a tunnel, opposite the north end of via Bocca de 
Leone. I was lagging a little behind the group, and where they turned into the 
tunnel, I noticed it was going under the balcony shown in the unknown melon 
and shoes scene from Roman holiday.

The daily operations reports gave via Mario dei Fiori as the location, but Google 
Earth viewing led me to believe the correct location was via Bocca de Leone. I 
was correct. After we shopped, I had Loie take a picture of the head of the street. 
Then we all walked down a block. The street was a market, just like in the movie. A 
vendor made a point to show us the broad, winglike fins on some orange, ugly fish. 
It was just like when the vendor showed Princess Anne the eel. We also found, 
one block south, the corner on which Gorella Goreme had her leather goods 
stand, where Princess Anne bought her sandals.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babuino
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Day 2: Friday, October 31, 2008—Arrival

Bought our 7 day CIS Metro passes. Took some time—none 
at Lion Bookstore, ended up in the metro itself. Admired the 
Barcaccio fountain & Spanish Steps on the way. Just before 
the osteria, identified the Fountain of the Artists—one of B’s 
beloved rioni fountains.

Found Osteria Margutta & saved a table for 12:30. Retrieved 
Mary & Ed for lunch.

The Osteria is decorated in red, white & blue, & horseshoes. 
Delicious bresaola, prosciutto w/ buffalo mozzarella, spaghetti 
a vongole, spaghetti carbonara, roast lamb, broccoli. Carafe of 
house wine from Tuscany—okay, not great. Amaro for diges-
tif for B & E and in my coffee, Amore. Then a walk along via 
Margutta—street art show—“Mostra dei Cento Pinturra”—mostly 
no good stuff! (PS O. M. server eager & friendly—he laughed 
@ all of our jokes.)

We thought we’d go hunting the wishing wall that suppos-
edly had been identified in Roman Holiday. I lay down for a 
while & woke up @ 3:30. Ed joined us. Mary stayed home and 
napped.

It was starting to rain, so I wore my new Renovere coat & hat. 
We metroed to Termini then to Policlinico—found the part of 
the wall we think was referred to but could not absolutely be 
certain it was the same spot as in the movie. Oh well. Came 
home (I was roasting, having overcompensated for antici-
pated cold with my heavy wool sweater—yikes!)

B & I went out again briefly—I wanted flowers. The stall 
at the end of our street was still open. I asked the price of a 
spiky orange stem—€4. Nope. Then a bunch/arrangement. 
€25 NOPE!! We walked on to the supermarket to buy let-
tuce, & there I found 3 yellow flowers with some greens for 
€5—perfect!

We opened one of our bottles of wine to go with the hot 

chestnuts I bought from a street vendor. Everyone is sleepy.
Made plans for the next couple days. Long tipsy discussion. 

Called Dana—all talk about election. Mike in Spain updating 
a guide. 

B & I walked over to the Piazza Spagna to see what it looked 
like it night. South staircase to Palazzo Zuccari—no monsters. 
A mystery. Photos from top of stairs. Then home around 
midnight.

http://lovebunnies.luckypro.biz/01_stuff/05_other/01_rioni/index.html
http://www.centopittoriviamargutta.it/mostre.htm
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The Via Bocca di Leone, site of the street market scene in Roman Holiday.



The Babuino, our first talking statue.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talking_statues_of_Rome


The Fountain of the Artists, via Margutta. Rioni fountain of Campo Marzio.



Osteria Margutta.
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Along Via Margutta.
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Rainy night at the Spanish Steps.

























Looking down the Steps and out Via Condotti, famous shopping street.













A wall fountain on Via di Greci, our street. Always at least dabble your fingers, to ensure a return.
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Day 3: Saturday, November 1, 2008—Neighborhood Walk

Day 3: Saturday, November 1, 2008—Neighborhood Walk

Slept till 9—downpour & wind during the night, Mary 
heard thunder. Looking like a clear day on the way, so we 
decided to do our neighborhood walk.

B & I had a.m. café and spremuta @ Caffé Luna d’Oro 
just up our street. Back home to collect M & E—starting out 
around 10 a.m. & heading for the Spanish steps. Crowded this 
morning & a gladiator strolling around the crowds. People 
pointing cameras everywhere!

We walked up the left side of the steps for the view over the 
steps. Peeked into the church, mass going on, choir singing, 
chant like. Painting of the deposition. Poussin said one of 3 
best paintings ever made.

Then along past our café from our last visit to Rome—
Ciampini, just getting the views and the street scene. Next 
across from the Medici gardens. We stopped to see the 
cannonball fountain & the dent in the door the cannonball 
allegedly caused. (All of this following the Cadogan, w/ com-
mentary B adds from his research booklets.)

Retraced our steps & down the street to see the Monster 
House—work being done but the monster faces were visible 
through the light netting. (Couldn’t make them out last night 
in dark so mystery solved.) Back up & around to check on 
Sunday brunch possibilities at the Intercontinental Hotel 
(no) & the Hassler (yes). Back down side stairs & past College 
of Propoganda Fide, Keats-Shelley House (just seeing facades, 
no tour) to the famous shopping street via Condotti—saw 
Versacé, Ferragamo, Cartier, Bulgaria, etc. Not closed to 
traffic, but looked like it so many people wandering—hordes! 
Got separated for a minute but found each other again soon.

Around to Via Bocca d L again to do some more grocery 

shopping & find a fountain. Groceries home.
Lunch @ Trattoria Otello alla Concordia—nice “tunnel” 

back to seating, live roof. After lunch B bought a driving soft 
cap in a little shop next to the restaurant.

Lady with 2 black Boston? Bull Terriers. The puppy unwill-
ing to walk, I carried her a bit. Little black “Town Life” car 
near the Lion bookstore, Greci, w/ a Brown University sticker.

Santa Maria al Corso with Madonna/St. holding dish with 
eyes.

Piazza del Popolo & Egyptian obelisk. Statue of Liberty. Lions 
fountains.* Walked out to Via Flaminia, to see the famous 
gate from outside the Piazza.

Mostra, walked to top for view of P d P but didn’t stay for 
sunset. Beautiful graffiti on walk up.

Chiesa di Santa Maria dei Popolo—2 Caravaggios!—cruci-
fixion of Peter, Paul on road to Damascus! Praying skeleton & a 
portrait in life. Saw pretty much everything Cadogan points 
out except back of altar.

Right next to the church Da Vinci exhibit of models of his 
inventions, —a bicycle!

Then a walk to find a sidewalk café to sit & watch people 

* The Fountains of Rome, H.V. Morton. “The four sphinx-like lions in the center of 
the piazza are crouched with their backs to the obelisk. Each bronze mouth expels 
the thinnest conceivable fan, or wedge, of water, impelled by such power that it 
might be a sheet of glass. As each lion is mounted upon a pyramid of six steps, the 
water has space to disintegrate into a shower as it descends into the circular basins 
below. In various parts of Rome there are lions which spout water, and drip water, 
and even gush water, but I know of no others which practice so perfectly the rare 
trick of transforming water into glass or ice.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Lucy
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Fountains_of_Papal_Rome/Piazza_del_Popolo
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Day 3: Saturday, November 1, 2008—Neighborhood Walk

ended up down the street from Otello to have pizza. Re degli 
Amici. Big tour group came out. Bottle of Nebbiolo & bottle 
Prosecco. Suckered into a rose purchase—1st he “gave” it to 
me, then hovered, so I gave him €2, he wanted another! I paid 
him then we discussed why.

A mom & her little girl walked by. On impulse I touched 
the girl’s arm & handed her the rose. She was surprised but 
smiled.

Our waiter gave us all after dinner drinks @ no charge 
(Limoncello for E & M—which she didn’t order—Vin Santo 
for me, Amaro for B. Parmesan chunks & spicy black olives. 
We paid with a small extra tip, then I gave our server another 
€10, he asked if he could give us another Limoncello on the 
house.

We walked to the Tiber, saw the Peace display—ugly.
Home, a bit of looking @ my pictures on Ed’s digital frame, 

and a good night’s sleep.
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Beginning at the Spanish Steps.
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At the foot of the Steps, the Barcaccia—“Old Boat”—fountain.
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At the top, the Trinita de Monti church.









Villa de Medici peeking over.





Via Condotti in the morning light.
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How many of these people do you recognize?
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Fountain of the Viale della Trinità de’ Monti. This ball is supposedly the one shot in 1655 by Queen Christina of Sweden 
from the top of Sant’Angelo Castle. It dented the door of the Villa Medici. Supposedly.
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There is a dent.
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Good parking job!
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The “Monster House:” the Palazzetto Zuccaro. 

http://www.fodors.com/world/europe/italy/rome/review-180328.html
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We think this is the McD’s that sparked the Slow Food movement.

http://www.slowfood.com/
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Via Condotti: shopping, for those with the means.

















Fontana di via Bocca di Leone

http://roma.andreapollett.com/S3/roma-ft21.htm
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Lunch!

















Look, a hat shop. Bucky bought one, though not that color.







Never did find out what this says.











Stopping back home on our street, Via di Greci.









Dear old Brown!









Saint Lucy. Had her eyes put out as part of her martyrdom.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Lucy




On the Corso, headed for Piazza del Popolo.





The piazza. Behind the obelisk, the Flaminian gate.
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The west side, with the mostra of the Acqua (aqueduct) Vergine Nuovo rising up the Pincian Hill.
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One of the four lions who turn water to glass.
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Via Flaminia, heading north as it has for 2,000 years.
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Bernini’s facade, outside the piazza.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piazza_del_Popolo
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Climbing the Pikcian Hill, to the top of the mostra.
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At last the Santa Maria del Popolo is open!
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The Ara Pacis.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ara_Pacis
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Day 4: Sunday, November 2, 2008—Sunday Lunch Cecilia Metella, Caffarelli Park, Campidoglio, Piazza Spagna

Day 4: Sunday, November 2, 2008—Sunday Lunch Cecilia Metella, Caffarelli Park, Campidoglio, Piazza 
Spagna

The days objective—Sunday lunch at Ristorante Cecilia Metella. 
Out @ 10:30 to via Corso, found bus stop @ Largo Goldoni. 
Bus not coming, decided to walk to Piazza Venezia looking 
for ArchaeoBus. Went by way of Spanish Steps Metro to get 
cards for M & E. B neglected to check his book and didn’t 
remember that he had the address of the ABus stop.

So, we asked a policeman, who didn’t really know but 
misdirected us anyhow, then at a kiosk, where we got correct 
directions. Ended up standing in Piazza San Marco next 
to the Rioni fountain of Pigna, and of course near Madama 
Lucrezia.

A nice man was helping people, selling tickets, handing out 
maps. He had a name tag, said he was a city employee. We 
saw on the map he gave us that the ArchaeoBus did not go to 
the aqueducts. Not nearly the ride we had last time—about ⅓ 
the length. We decided to do it anyhow—Via Appia closed on 
Sunday, no taxis, erratic public buses.

We rode the bus to a stop before our restaurant—Catacombs 
of San Sebastiano.* We walked in through the grounds—

* Mary noted: “The ArchaeoBus is an open top vehicle with a plexiglass canopy 
over the first couple rows of seats. Ed and I sat there for protection from the 
direct sun, Bucky + Loie sat further back. As you board the bus (€13 fare) you 
receive a map and set of earbuds that plug into jacks by each seat. A narrative 
describes the historical sites as you pass them, e.g., the Baths of Caracalla, Circus 
Maximus. Eventually it passes through one of the old gates to the city, the Porto 
San Sebastiano, and out onto the very rough Appian Way, paved with the same 
blocks of black stone used throughout Rome.

“The road is very narrow, barely enough room for two cars to pass, and the 

lovely & fragrant, Mary recognized cypress and pine trees, 
seeing lots of cars in the car park, runners, bicyclists, walkers. 
We use the toilets in the catacomb grounds, then walked on. 
Down the via Appia. We found the driveway up to the res-
taurant, at about 12:15 & decided to see if we could get earlier 
seating.

The walk up the Cecilia Metella restaurant driveway was beau-
tiful, green, f lowers, lush trees. Cecilia’s tomb behind us 
in distance down Via Appia. The restaurant was mostly 
outside, under canopies of ivy. A small water feature in the 
middle—our table next to it (and reserved for “Bucky”) with 
turtles & goldfish & water dripping down from a mossy green 
fountain in the center.

Our server Mike (Mikela) was a character like Mike Pauls. 
He was conversant with English & made practiced jokes for 
Americans. Helped us all choose our 1st plates. Appetizers 
were buffet—from a round shelf covered by a Plexiglas dome 
that lifted when a button was pushed. That was kind of corny. 
Vegetables (artichokes, peppers, eggplant, zucchini, tomatoes, 
okra baked in olive oil , various seasonings, gratinée top-
pings; olives of all kinds; pickled fishes.) Mary disappointed 
by artichoke, enjoyed swordfish and anchovies. She said fresh 
anchovies had been a goal, and she felt she had come close 
today! 

cars travel very fast. The road is lined with very old brick walls, some churches, 
catacombs and old villas. One villa was built on an elevation overlooking the wall 
with several orange trees in front, carrying a good crop of ripening fruit. How 
lovely it must be to pick oranges from your own trees!”

http://www.ceciliametella.it/eng/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madama_Lucrezia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madama_Lucrezia
http://www.ceciliametella.it/
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Day 4: Sunday, November 2, 2008—Sunday Lunch Cecilia Metella, Caffarelli Park, Campidoglio, Piazza Spagna

A long, leisurely lunch, watching the outdoor seating fill 
up with families, many with three generations, for Sunday 
Family Lunch. Many beautiful & well behaved children enjoy-
ing the fountain, trying to feed the turtles leaves from the 
potted plants.

We sat eating and watching for at least 3 hours. At last, 
after Napoleons and chocolate desserts, we managed to haul 
ourselves out.

Walked over Vicolo San Sebastion & Via Pignatelli to 
the Caffarelli Water Park, following the route mapped in the 
Cadogan. (M & E missed it last time, so a quick look.) Saw the 
cistern in the distance, the sacred wood, and the nymphaeum. 
Went back out the way we went in, and waited 45 mins for a 
continuing bus. Shared the stop with 3 young people who 
were conversing in sign. Finally a returning bus arrived.

Hopped on, thinking perhaps we had died in the mean-
time. Route back a little different, turned left at Porto San 
Sebastiano, drove around to Porta Ardeatina. Then to the 
west of Caracalla baths, back to Piazza Bocca della Verita, 
dropped off at foot of Cordonato. 

Ran up to Palazzo Caffarelli bathrooms. Ladies was being 
cleaned so all the women were using the men’s. Eventually 
everyone was accommodated.

Thus refreshed, took in the view of Theater of Marcellus 
from terrace. Lovely crescent moon flanked by 2 bright plan-
ets in the western sky. Then into the Campidoglio. Went over 
to see Marforio. Got into conversation with the guard, were 
told in no uncertain terms Marforio a “God of the Tevere, 
river, not Neptune.”

One we told him we had seen 3 talking statues today, he 

got perky.* Ed & I had been taking pictures from the steps. 
The guard took Ed part way into the courtyard for a better 
picture. But only Ed. No pushing it. B says fine by him, he 
had just wanted to say hello through the gate, since we were 
right there.

Down the street to west of Senate, saying goodbye to our 
new friend the guard, for some views from the Tarpeian rock. 
Coliseum lighted in the distance, Forum dark and mysterious.

Backup to Campidoglio and around the eastern side of the 
Senate. A bit of old brown block wall. Republican? No signs. 
Down to look at the arch of Septimus Severus, then down 
along the Trajan forum to top of Piazza Venezia. A race up 
via Corso needing our bathroom. Left M & E behind (told 
them they were being so, they said okay) and made it to Via 
Greci in time. Went back out to find M & E—they were in our 
street almost home.

Had a few mins at home, decided to look for gelato. 
Checked research, realized Ciampini a possibility. Out to 
Piazza Spagna, passing our dog walking neighbor lady. Up 
the elevator to Ciampini. Closed. Back down steps, out via 
Condotti. Found a mediocre place on the corner, took our 
gelato to the Barccacia. Sat on the rim, chatting and watching 
the people and children. Lots of little Italian princesses. Pizza 
@ Re degli Amici? Decided on medieval walk tomorrow. 
Back home windowshopping on Condotti and Boca di Leone. 
Underwhelmed by Murano glass.

Couldn’t find the patisseri on Corso, gave up. Home @ 9 or 
so, writing up the day until 11:20. I to bed, B to shower.

P. S. “Roof” cat is “Feta Cheese” because s/he likes tiny bits 
of feta tossed down every morning.

* The Babuino, 1. Madama Lucrezia 2, and Marforio made 3.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Park_of_the_Caffarella
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marforio


Piazza Venezia, dominated by the monument to Vittorio Emanuele II.







Madama Lucrezia, our second Talking Statue.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madama_Lucrezia


Just behind us, the Rioni Fountain of Pigna (pinecone).











On the Via Appia. On our trip Driving the Stone Age V “Toti’s Tour,” we saw its termination in Brindisi.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appian_Way








At the catacombs.



















Finally, lunch!











In the background, the Roman tomb for which the restaurant is named.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caecilia_Metella_%2528daughter_of_Metellus_Creticus%2529
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We’re on our way to the Water Park.
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The interminable wait for a bus.







Back to the city, exploring the Capitoline Hill.
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St. Peter’s.













The Theater of Marcellus.















Courtesy of Ed

Marforio in the vestibule of the Palazzo dei Conservatori.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marforio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capitoline_Hill%23Palazzo_dei_Conservatori
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The Forum at night.
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After a brief home visit, The Piazza di Spagna, looking for gelato.
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Underwhelmed by Murano glass on the Boca di Leone, and then, home to bed.



Courtesy of Ed
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Started with spremuta, cappuccino & cornetti @ Luna 
D’Oro. Out to Corso to catch a bus to Piazza Venezia. Stopped 
a block south to get cash. Nice wide little piazza in front of 
machine, so a good secure, unhurried experience.

The 119 electric bus came fairly quickly, & we zipped down 
to Piazza Venezia. As we approached, we saw a lot of police. 
Then, when we got off, we saw a huge long line of demonstra-
tors marching up via Teatro Marcellus, and turning into the 
Via del Plebescito. Waving red f lags, blowing whistles. All 
very orderly but loud!

The line of marchers we skirted on its west side, along the 
bottom of the Cordonata and down via Teatro Marcellus. 
I stopped to ask an older gentleman the purpose of the 
demonstration. His impassioned Italian left us none the wiser. 
Something about inequality. He, like everyone else we meet, 
asked “McCain Obama?” We assured him Obama.

Down to the Bocca della Verità.* At 1st we thought the line 
too long for a picture, but after a brief postcards stop in the 
church I said I really wanted to do it, so we did. The line 
was shorter and we got up in a few minutes. Dropped a coin 
in the church’s begging box. B took my picture and a nice 
man behind us took both of us together. Slipped through the 
church and Done—finally!

Across the piazza to begin medieval walk at an extra stop—
house of Crecenzi—inscription and ancient bits in walls. Up 
the via Ponte Rotto to the river. All the traffic that would 
normally have gone through the piazza was being shunted up 
the Lungotevere—another parade.

* The “Mouth of Truth,” one of the most cherished locations in Roman Holiday.

Made it through the mess over to Ponte Palatino to see 
the Ponte Rotto. Better views actually when we went up the 
lungotevere. Strings stretched from the Isola Tiburna to our 
shore. Cormorant diving. Water running strong after a few 
rainy days.

Saw the inscriptions on the Ponte Flavius. Crossed the 
bridge and began the medieval walk. Followed B’s itinerary, 
supplementing with the Cadogan, as far as Santa Cecelia. 
Saw the Mosaic and baldichino. Tried for a restaurant we saw, 
no lunch, supper only. So back to Piazza Piscinula for pizza 
lunch. B had calzone.

Got talking with a Norwegian couple in the restaurant. 
Bia & Michael Hammer. Daughter lives in DC, Bia is now a 
librarian. They also hoping we voted for Obama and that he 
will make a change in American foreign policy.**

Occurred to B to check hours for San Francesco di Ripa, site 
of Blessed Ludovica. Hah—closed in early afternoon. Changed 
itinerary plans to carry on over via Lungasetta to S. Maria 
Trastevere, then follow remainder of medieval walk.

Over to Piazzolla Sonnino. Saw house of Dante, Belli foun-
tain, façade of S. Crisogono. Along via Lungaretta to S. Maria 
Trastevere. Mosaics, columns, Fonte Olei.***

Met Katie on the fountain steps. She a student from 
Allentown, PA. Went by rioni fountain Botte, down to S. 
Fran di Ripa. Open to see blessed Ludovica. Looked for St. 
Francis’s cell. Not in the convent, no one knew anything else.

Tried to get 115 bus up Janiculum hill. Couldn’t find the 

** And still, after many years, we exchange news and holiday cards.
*** This was the end of the Walk. We threw in the Ludovica just because.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bocca_della_Verit%25C3%25A0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beata_Ludovica_Albertoni
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Maria_in_Trastevere
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Maria_in_Trastevere
http://roma.andreapollett.com/S2/roma-c6.htm
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stop. Found one around on a street corner w/ via Trastevere. 
Stood forever, no 115. Eventually Mary suggested we try up 
further on via Trastevere, she remembering the #8 tram to 
Largo Argentina. I insisted we look over the wall at the cats.

Eventually got the 119 electric bus to Spagna. Decided to 
look for a place for supper. 1st choice not open, didn’t even 
look like a restaurant. 2nd choice, al Vantaggio, open, outdoor 
tables. Okay meal. Mary’s pasta arrived very late. Have 
decided no matter what list or recommendation, restaurant 
must have a short menu.

Gelato from a place across from Otello on via delle Croce. 
Home, laundry, bed @ midnight.

Big day tomorrow—Monte Testaccio!

http://www.alvantaggio.it/eng/index.html


At the back of the little Piazza di San Marco, opposite the poor old Madama Lucrezia languishes unrecognized by the 
bustling crowds and crazy traffic around the Piazza Venezia.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madama_Lucrezia
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Walking toward the Cordonata, on our way to the Medieval Walk.
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Finally past the demonstration, passing the Teatro Marcellus/
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At the Bocca della Verità.
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Carlo Bizzaccheri’s Fontana dei Tritone (1719), opposite the Bocca.







In the distance, the so called Arch of Janus. Only surviving four-sided triumphal arch in the city.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arch_of_Janus


Long involved inscription over the door of the house of Crescenzi. A perhaps unique example of a medieval inscription 
in Rome: the beginning of the Medieval Walk.
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The inscription

There are very few medieval inscriptions in Rome with the 
exception of those on tombstones, usually limited to the name of 
the deceased. So the long inscription above the entrance of Casa di 
Pilato has a major relevance in the study of Roman epigraphy. The 
building was erected between 1040 and 1065 by Nicholas Crescenzi. 
The curved marble slab was taken from a nearby circular Roman 
temple and most of the reliefs decorating the building have a 
similar origin.

The inscription is so long that few spend time trying to read it: 
clearly Nicholas Crescenzi was not aware of communication tools 
and strategies: it is a pity because the message is not what one 
would expect:

Nicholas, whose house this was, was not unaware that the 
glory of the world in itself is of no importance, but in building 
his house he was moved not so much by vanity, but by the 
desire to restore the ancient decorum of Rome.+ In [your] fine 
homes be aware of the sepulchre and be sure you will not stay 
there forever. Death comes flying, for no one life is eternal, our 
task is light and its journey is short. If you were to escape the 
wind, if you were to shut [yourself behind] a hundred gates, if 
you commanded a thousand sentries, you would not go to bed 
without Death.

If you were to barricade yourself in a castle reaching the stars, 
[well, Death] more easily takes whom she wishes from there. + 
The great house first built by the great Nicholas faces the stars: 
[it was erected] to renew the decorum of [our] fathers. His 
father was Crescenzio, his mother Teodora. This large house, 
erected for his beloved son, the father who built it to David to 
whom he dedicated it.

The script is consistent with the aim of the building, i.e. to 
renovate the glory of Rome. The letters and also the technique 
used for engraving them follow the pattern of the ancient Roman 
inscriptions.

From http://www.romeartlover.it/Iscrizio.html

http://www.romeartlover.it/Iscrizio.html












Our way up to the riverside.



On the left, an arch of the Ponte Rotto, oldest stone bridge of Rome.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pons_Aemilius
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And now our way over the river, the Ponte Fabricious.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pons_Fabricius


The inscription proving Fabricius had it made. 62 bc.
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On to the Isola Tibernia, the Tiber Island. The Torre della Pulzella (Tower of the Maid), referring to the small marble head of 
a young woman set into the brick facing of the front.





Opposite the bust, a miraculous madonnelle. During a flood which submerged the image, “a small lantern in front of the 
image is said to have kept burning underwater.”
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Across the river again, into Trastevere.



“I love you from here…at the end of the world…here again…to infinity”
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If we were reading the guide correctly, this is the Casa Mattei, “an elegant complex of 14th-century dwellings.”

















Another side of the Casa Mattei.
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We think this is a “no dumping trash”notice.



A t  f i r s t  w e 
thought this said 
“1226.” Then we 
decided it must be 
“1926.”





Was this the The Arco dei Tolomei?





Ah, no, this is The Arco dei Tolomei, a “…medieval arch which can still be seen, even if it has been considerably 
reworked.” So the other arch was just a pretty, unknown detail.









“…‘of the Cold Cuts’: like many streets of the quarter, it owes its name to the trades of the shopkeepers).”





“The Vicolo dell’Atleta is so named because the Apoxyomenos statue (“The Scraper”: an athlete scraping off the sweat and 
dust mixed with the oil with which he was coated before the fight) was found there in 1849.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apoxyomenos








“At no. 14 of Vicolo dell’Atleta we can see 
a pretty 13th-century construction, with a 
loggia and small pointed arches on stone cor-
bels, and with an inscription in Hebrew on 
the central column. It is considered the only 
surviving ancient Jewish synagogue in the 
quarter, which was populated by a sizeable 
colony of Roman Jews in the Middle Ages.



















“… at the corner of Piazza dei Mercanti there is a lovely 
example of a 14th-century house.”
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“The church of Santa Cecilia, considerably changed down through the centuries, has a beautiful Gothic tabernacle 
executed by Arnolfo di Cambio in 1293, and precious 9th-century apse mosaics.”





This cantharus fountain was placed in the forecourt of 
Santa Cecilia at the suggestion of Antonio Munoz in order to 
recreate the medieval “paradiso” that at one time must have 
existed in front of the church. A similar arrangement, of an 
enclosed forecourt with a fountain that was used for ablutions 
by worshippers, was known at San Pietro.
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Saint Cecelia by Stefano Maderno.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stefano_Maderno
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Searching for a good lunch.



Courtesy of Ed

No lunch!





Back at Piazza Piscinula.
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The Torre degli Anguillara, better known as the “House of Dante.”
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Passing on to…



…the Belli fountain, a local memorial to Rome’s “most vivid popular poet in the Roman dialect.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giuseppe_Gioachino_Belli
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The church of Santa Maria Trastevere, fronted by the Fontana di Santa Maria in Trastevere.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Maria_in_Trastevere
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The Fons Olei

Bucky can’t resist…
After we had been awed by the mosaics of the church, we 

sat out for a bit while I read the guide books, double checking 
myself as tour guide. I had forgotten, and we had missed, the 
Fountain of Oil! So we had to go back in to and find that…

http://roma.andreapollett.com/S2/roma-c6.htm :
“The heart of the neighborhood is a charming square, piazza 

Santa Maria in Trastevere, featuring an ancient church, whence the 
name of the place, and a fountain. Curiously, both of them are con-
sidered the oldest of their kind: the church is the first one founded 
in Rome, in the 3rd century ad, although the original building 
underwent several alterations, while the present fountain, dating 
back to the late 16th century, replaced a much older one which 
stood in a less central spot of the square. But there is a less known 
anecdote about the church, concerning a curious phenomenon, 
said to have taken place here 2,000 years ago.

“In roman times, this was the site of a hospice for wounded 
soldiers and veterans, called Taberna Meritoria. Here one day, 
in 38 bc, oil suddenly started to gush out from the ground. This 
mysterious event was given the Latin name fons olei (“oil source”, 
or “oil fountain”): a record of this prodigy is still found in some old 
chronicles, which tell us how the oil “for the time length of one day 
and one night, like a broad river reached the banks of the Tiber”.

“Through the years, roman augures (official foretellers) as well 
as ordinary people gave this event all sorts of magical and religious 
meanings; according to the early Christian version, this prodigy 
would have foretold Christ’s birth. Apparently, this was the reason 
for which Christians, whose number was slowly growing, asked the 
roman emperor Alexander Severus (3rd century) for the Taberna, 
and later built on this site the first church.

“There is enough proof for mantaining that a roman building 
did actually stand on this site, and two small but rather interesting 
ancient mosaics are on display in the church’s sacristy, reachable 
from the left nave. However, according to a second less mystical 
theory, the expression fons olei may also have a rational origin.

“The first emperor, Octavianus Augustus (27 bc—ad 14), used to 
enjoy naumachiae, mock naval battles, for which real ships were 
used: they were held in broad arenas f looded with water for the 
occasion, a kind of naval stadium. This peculiar form of entertain-
ment has always been very popular in Rome, because from the 17th 
through the 19th century similar naval battles were still held by 
noble families, by flooding the popular piazza Navona. 

“Augustus had his own naumachia in Trastevere. In order to fill 
the battlesite, he had an aqueduct built from a non-drinkable water 
source located north of Rome, partially used also for irrigation, 
whose output was likely to be called in Latin fons olidus (“dirty / 
polluted fountain”). Fons olei might simply be a corruption of the 
expression fons olidus.

“But for those who like to believe in the legendary version of 
the story, just below the altar in St.Mary’s church, on the very spot 
where the oil was said to gush out, an old inscription remembers 
the event. And among the famous mosaics in the apse featuring 
biblical stories, the panel with Christ’s birth clearly shows the old 
Taberna Meritoria, and a stream of oil reaching the Tiber..”





Courtesy of Ed

Bucky checks the book and finds we haven’t seen the Oil Fountain.
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A new friend, Katie.





Finally on our way to San Francesco di Ripa for the Blessed Ludovica.
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The rioni fountainFontana della Botte (Fountain of the Barrel). For the 13th rioni, Trastevere.

You can see Tratevere’s lion-head rioni badge on the trash can. A lot of times, the trash cans get mixed up.

http://roma.andreapollett.com/S5/rione13.htm
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No idea now where this was, but aren’t the hams lovely?



At last, San Francesco di Ripa, and Bernini’s Blessed Ludovica.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beata_Ludovica_Albertoni
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Cloudy, spits of rain, warm
A fun but not truly successful day. Up with the birds, 

out the door @ 8:15, headed for Monte Testaccio.* Metro to 
Pyramide. Got there @ 8:45. Looked up the wrong street for 
the post office I saw on the map in the station. A man on 
the street straightened us out. So back down to the gate and 
around past the post office, as we thought we might need to 
get going to Monte Testaccio.

Walked past the Protestant cemetery, with a view of the 
Pyramide over the wall. Very artistic graffiti across from 
the cemetery. “Everybody must get stoned.” Arrived at the 
Rampa Heinrich Dressel in plenty of time.

But no one showed. We waited and waited. Then along 
came Giovanni, a well-dressed, slim older man who was 
pleased to talk to us about his neighborhood. After chatting 
for a while he pointed to a sign with a telephone number & said 
we might call it. B did, talked to someone, on up, someone 
called back 20 mins later, talk to Gabriella. No record of our 
appointment, but perhaps we can still get one later this week.

Giovanni, who was still with us, explained all about Monte 
Testaccio, its natural air conditioning, etc. & the local archaeo-
logical dig.

(Fontana Candida wine just poured with my appetizer as I 

* For this trip, I had prepared a raft of research into the hills and views and 
fountains and neighborhhods and Roman Holiday locations of Rome. Monte 
Testaccio was one of the minor hills, and a supposed view point. You have to be a 
fanatic to be concerned with it, but it’s pretty interesting. 

I had emailed the historical commission and made an appointment to be 
admitted to the mound. (Normally, only a few residents get past the locked gate.)

write.)
He also told us he was going to the library, where they had 

many books on Testaccio. We parted & after a while longer 
looking at the mound on our own walked on to the library. 
We met Giovanni again, visited & explored, took photos. G & I 
finished exchanging info. Outside B noticed the cross on top 
of Monte Testaccio.

Stop @ corner of via Nicola Zabaglia & v. Caio Cestio to see 
the fountain of the beer stein.

En route to the post office we detoured into the Protestant 
cemetery, where Keats & Shelly reside & cats are the guardians. 
The British lady working in the office was irate about George 
Bush & terrified McCain would be elected. She wondered how 
Americans could not see how damaging McCain (also known 
as GB) would be to the rest of the world. Called Sarah Palin a 
“female Charlton Heston.”

The cemetery is considered to be a jewel in Rome. It is a 
place for families to visit & of course, there are many lovely 
cats.

We debated whether to eat in Testaccio or go home—the 
British lady recommended a restaurant she used to go to, B 
wanted to go to a highly recommended nearby place with 
traditional Roman fare. Went to that place, could not sit @ 
12:30, we had to wait till 1 PM, so B & I left M & E to go to the 
post office. That turned out to be an adventure!

I had forgotten you need to choose the type of service 
you want & take a number. So we walked back (I asked the 
front desk man if it was open & he directed us back to the 
PO)—the big front was closed. On the side was what looked 
like a post office—lots of people. The old fellow in front of us 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monte_Testaccio
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complained it was like a cemetery! As the line slowly moved 
I noticed everyone had a tan sheet of paper. That didn’t seem 
normal for a post office.* I asked our friend if we could 
get postcard stamps. He said no, another lady said yes. He 
wouldn’t let that go by & asked. “Other side” we were told, by 
a helpful lady behind us. Out we went, following in the tracks 
of a confused lady we had 1st come in with—I think she was 
Spanish?

Now we were finally in the right place, but still needed help. 
A gentleman customer took us to a counter & found us help, 
but the lady said no & took us to the machine to get a number 
for the stamp line. That part went relatively quickly. Called 
Ed to give a heads up, trucked back to the restaurant & lunch.

Hardly anyone in here @ 3 PM. We had a nice meal in the 
wood paneled restaurant—Trattoria Checchino dal 1887, in 
a traditional Monte Testaccio “cave” cellar.** One or 2 other 
tables occupied. We closed the place—as we walked out, they 
shut the door behind us! B got his Buon Ricordo plate for 
having the beef involtini—a goofy souvenir of an uninspired 
dish. But most other plates were delicious. He also dared to 
have an appetizer of the “head cheese.” Everyone else was 
grossed out—turned out to be a quite mild tasty terrine.

We decided to head back home, and perhaps do something 
in the evening. We might stop by Volpetti for supper provi-
sions. So we walked east on Galvani, stopping at a nasone to 
fill bottles. We noted the signs across the street—touting the 

* Indeed we later found out we were in line for the Post Office Bank.
** dal 1887 Checchino. The idea was that it has been located opposite the huge 
slaughter yards since forever, and specializes in old fashioned food. And, it is in 
one of the caves dug long ago into the artificial hill, that enjoy Giovanni’s “natural 
air conditioning:” the hill insulates the caves from extremes of heat and cold.

development of a new block. Shops, parking, condos, archeo 
exhibits. Very classy. Especially for Testaccio.

At the intersection with Marmorata, B thought to check 
the street address of Volpetti. Note said—closed Tuesday 
afternoon. Rats! But good that we found that out. Everyone 
congratulated B for checking on it, but he said “Really I was 
just checking the address, and happened to see the hours.”

So, back home. On the way, we stopped to look at the Porta 
Ostiense/San Paolo. Interesting to see the difference between 
the massive ancient Roman masonry on the inside, and the 
extravagant brick papal construction outside.

Then over to Pyramide Metro, and home.
Trying to check on election results was a good lesson in 

world politics on the TV. The Italians showed maps of the 
US states and their allegiances. Much more than US TV ever 
shows about Italy!

2 loads of laundry. Picnic supper at home. Walk to Spagna, 
pictures at the steps and Barcaccia. Some other Americans 
getting into the poses @ Barcaccia. Home by way of exploring 
via Croce food stores with the garbage trucks. Then to bed.

P.S. No, forgot the “fortunes” on the Dove’s chocolate 
wrappers—Follow your passion, whisper in the dark, press 
leaves in your book, get lost in a corn maze. And Mary’s 
favorite phrase of the evening—“Dumb as a duvet.”

http://www.volpetti.com/
http://roma.andreapollett.com/S3/roma-ft23.htm
http://www.checchino-dal-1887.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porta_San_Paolo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porta_San_Paolo










The walkway we didn’t get up.





Giovanni saves the day.





This is totally obscure, but…
The slope above M & E & G is a side of Monte Testaccio. 

Which is an artificial hill built of carefully piled frag-
ments of ancient Roman amphorae: wine and oil jugs. 

You can see the layers of broken pottery.
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Going to the local library!























Up there with the cross is where we should have been.
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The Protestant Cemetery.
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The Angel of Grief.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angel_of_Grief
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“THIS MONUMENT • THE LAST WORK OF W. W. STORY • EXECUTED IN MEMORY OF HIS BELOVED WIFE”
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The pyramidal Roman tomb of Gaius Cestius, built about 18—12 bc.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid_of_Cestius
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The possibly somewhat misleading famous epitaph on 
John Keats’ gravestone.

http://englishhistory.net/keats/grave.html
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The very good inscription on the Pyramid. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid_of_Cestius


It was on this type of inscription that all “roman” style lettering (such as you are reading now) was subsequently based.









Walking around the south side of Monte Testaccio. You can see the ancient stacked potsherds eroding out of the hillside, 
above and to the left of the bit of wall built of flat Roman bricks.
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Across from the restaurant, the old slaughterhouse.
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The Porta Ostiense/San Paolo. “Interesting to see the difference between the massive ancient 
Roman masonry on the inside, and the extravagant brick papal construction outside.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porta_San_Paolo
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Crossing to the Metro.
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Late night, Piazza di Spagna.
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